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Abstract
Objective: Elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus are highly vulnerable due to serious
complications. Thus far, there is little research on the relationship between social support and quality of
life, which warrants further exploration of the internal mechanism. This study assessed quality of life and
its interfering factors in this patient population.

Methods: In total, 571 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus over 60 years old were recruited from two
community clinics in Heilongjiang province, China. We collected data on health status, quality of life, self-
management behavior, fasting plasma glucose (FPG) level, and social support. Structural equation
modeling and the bootstrap method were used to analyze the data.

Results: The average quality of life score was -29.25 ± 24.41. Poorly scored domains of quality of life
were “Psychological feeling” (-8.67), “Activity” (-6.36), and “Emotion” (-6.12). Of the 571 patients, 65.32%
had normal FPG, 9.8% had high-risk FPG, 15.94% had good self-management behavior, and 22.07% had
poor social support. Signi�cant correlations among social support, self-management behavior, FPG level,
and quality of life were noted. A multiple mediator model revealed that social support in�uenced quality
of life in three ways: (i) directly (c´ = 0.6549); (ii) indirectly through self-management behavior (a1*b1 =
0.2596); and (iii) indirectly through FPG control (a2*b2 = 0.2825). Self-management behavior in�uenced
quality of life directly and indirectly through FPG control.

Conclusion: Improving self-management behavior and monitoring hypoglycemia should become priority
targets for future intervention. Scheduled social support to self-management projects should be put into
the standardized management procedure. Physicians should provide substantial and individualized
support to elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus regarding medication, blood glucose monitoring,
and physical exercise.

Introduction
The incidence of type 2 diabetes mellitus has been growing rapidly as a consequence of lifestyle
changes, urbanization, and aging. Type 2 diabetes mellitus accounts for 90% of diabetes cases
worldwide [1], and the global prevalence of adult diabetes has increased dramatically from 4.7% in 1980
to 9.0% in 2014 [2]. Sixty percent of the increment was expected to occur in developing countries [3]. The
global prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus among the elderly is approximately 40%, indicating that it a
serious public health issue [4]. In China, the number of adult patients with diabetes has increased from
0.67% in 1979 to 2.7% in 2002 and to 11.6% in 2010 [5, 6]. Similar to the global trends, the proportion of
elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus in China has increased from 10.2% in 2000 to 13.6% in
2006, 20.4% in 2007, and 22.86% in 2010 [5–7]. Diabetes is characterized by severe chronic
complications that can impose a heavy economic burden on patients and decrease their quality of life[8].
With a gradually declining physical condition and increasingly poor economic status, the elderly may
have di�culty in self-managing their health, thus becoming a vulnerable population [9]. Therefore, the
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quality of life of elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus should receive more attention from medical
staff and the society.

Previous researchers have studied the relationship between social support and quality of life in diabetes
[10, 11]. Social support refers to spiritual or material support from people such as family, friends, and
colleagues. Excellent social support is the basis for improving the quality of life, as it plays an essential
role in relieving mental pressure, eliminating psychological obstacles, enhancing the effects of therapy,
and optimizing the prognosis. Given the complexity of diabetes and its various complications,
burdensome self-management activities such as daily diet, physical activity, blood glucose monitoring,
and medication adherence are essential. The purpose of self-management is to control the disease and
improve the quality of life. Health care professionals should provide advice and guidance on self-
management. However, the ability and willingness of patients to manage their own health are the main
determinants of successful metabolic control [12]. In recent years, the Chinese government has paid close
attention to the management of diabetes, including diabetes screening and healthy lifestyle promotion,
but little progress has been made. More than a quarter of patients with diabetes have poor self-
management, and only 32–49% of patients have adequately controlled blood glucose levels [5, 13]. Poor
social support to the elderly may lead to unrecognized complications, irregular treatment, and poor self-
management behavior. In turn, poor self-management behavior may cause persistent
hyperglycemia/hypoglycemia or glucose level �uctuation. Consequently, there is growing interest in
�nding effective ways to enhance self-management in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus.

The treatment of diabetes is complex and multidisciplinary [14]. Its three main goals are as follows: (i) to
control complications; (ii) to prevent hyperglycemia/hypoglycemia; and (iii) to maintain a patient’s quality
of life. Adequate blood glucose control can not only prevent and reduce the complications of diabetes but
also decrease the probability and risk of hypoglycemia. However, it is worth noting that there is a general
lack of attention to hypoglycemia in the treatment of diabetes. Patients with diabetes often feel nervous
or embarrassed if faced with hyperglycemia, but hypoglycemia is usually ignored [15]. The incidence of
hypoglycemia in patients with diabetes over 65 years old is 50% greater than that in patients with
diabetes under 65 years old [16]. Elderly patients have di�culty in perceiving hypoglycemia due to
functional impairment of the nervous system, which lowers the blood glucose threshold sensitivity and
increases the occurrence of severe hypoglycemia [17]. Therefore, avoiding hypoglycemia in elderly
patients with type 2 diabetes should be the priority.

Furthermore, some studies in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus have shown that close
attention to postprandial blood glucose (PBG) may also help achieve adequate blood glucose control
without increasing the risk of fasting hypoglycemia [18]. However, in middle-aged patients, FPG and PBG
increase simultaneously; therefore, treatment should take both indicators into account [19]. In China, the
rate of blood glucose self-monitoring in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus is only 21.4%, and
hypoglycemia occurs in 30% of patients. The occasional occurrence of hypoglycemia or abnormal
�uctuation of blood glucose in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus might have substantial,
negative, and even serious clinical effects [20].
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Most previous studies have focused on single variables. However, there is little research on the
relationship between social support and quality of life, and further exploration of the internal mechanism
of multiple variables has seldom been conducted. This study aimed to assess the relationships between
social support, self-management behavior, FPG level, and quality of life in elderly patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus. The results of this study provide scienti�c evidence to develop more targeted
intervention programs as well as a valuable reference for other countries to deal with the challenges of
type 2 diabetes mellitus in the elderly.

Methods
Participants

Patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus were recruited from the Jianhua community, Qiqihar city, China
between June and December 2012. The inclusion criteria were as follows: a) a diagnosis of type 2
diabetes mellitus made by a physician at least 1 year before the study; b) self-manage their health ; and
c) age > 60 years old. The exclusion criteria were as follows: a) acute or chronic in�ammatory disease; b)
cancer; and c) type 1 diabetes mellitus. All participants signed a formal consent form before enrolment
into this study.
Procedures

Survey and standard investigation procedures were carried out to ensure the uniformity of data collection.
First, chronic illness records of type 2 diabetes mellitus patients were reviewed and their eligibility was
evaluated. Second, elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus were encouraged to participate in the
program after having been explained the purpose of the study. Third, appointments were scheduled for
the participants to complete the questionnaire. At this point, the researchers elaborated on the purpose of
the study and con�rmed the eligibility of the patients. Patients who agreed to participate in the study
signed a formal consent form. Data of the following variables were also collected: age, sex, race,
education, income level, marital status, age at disease onset, duration of diabetes, FPG level, social
support, self-management behavior, and quality of life.
Measures

Perceived level of social support

The Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS) developed by Zimet and colleagues
[21] was used to measure patient perception of social support. The scale contains 12 items evaluating
three dimensions of support: family (including parents, children, and spouse [items 3, 4, 8, and 11]);
friends (items 6, 7, 9, and 12); and others (including neighbors and doctors [items 1, 2, 5, and 10]). Each
item was scored on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), with the total
score ranging from 12 to 60 [22]. A higher score indicates better overall social support. Previous studies
have demonstrated the reliability of MSPSS, with Cronbach’s α ranging from 0.85 to 0.94 [21, 23–25].
Test–retest reliability was evaluated over a 2–3-month interval (r = 0.72–0.85) [26]. In this study,
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Cronbach’s α was 0.855, 0.835, 0.841, and 0.929 for each of the subscales and the overall scale,
respectively.
Quality of life

The Adjusted Diabetes-speci�c Quality of Life Scale (CN-ADDQOL), Chinese version, was used after
cultural adaptation and revision of the original scale [27]. The scale consists of 19 items and �ve
dimensions: leisure activities (1 to 5), emotional feelings (6 to 9), psychological feelings (10 to 14), family
living conditions (15 to 17), and diet (18, 19). The participants were requested to evaluate their actual
situation and the importance of each item. For example, item 10 is, “If I would not have diabetes, what
would my physical appearance be like?”; options were very good (-3 points), good (-2 points), satisfactory
(-1 point), the same as now (0 points), and worse than now (l point). For the importance of “my physical
appearance,” options were very important (3 points), important (2 points), somewhat important (1 point),
and not important at all (0 points). If the participant chose very good and very important, respectively, the
score of this item was − 3*3 = -9 [28, 29]. The total score ranged from − 171 to 57, with a higher score
indicating a better quality of life [30, 31]. Cronbach’s α for the original scale was 0.81–0.941 [27, 32–34],
and the relative �tting index (CFI) of the structural equation model was 0.96 [35]. In this study, Cronbach’s
α for CN-ADDQOL was 0.885.
Self-management behavior

A modi�ed version of the Type 2 Diabetes Self-care Scale (2-DSCS) developed by Toobert et al. and Wang
et al. to measure diabetes self-management behavior [36] was used in this study. The modi�ed scale
comprises 26 items encompassing six dimensions: diet (6 items), exercise (4 items), medication (3
items), blood glucose monitoring (4 items), foot care (5 items), and hypo/hyperglycemia (4 items). Items
were scored from 1 (never) to 5 (always) [23, 37]. The total score ranged from 26 to 130, with a higher
score indicating a higher level of self-management. To facilitate the comparison of data, the score index
(score index = actual total score/possible highest score*100%) and the standard score (standard score = 
actual score/possible highest score*100) of each dimension were also calculated. A score index or
standard score < 60% was considered poor, 60–80% was considered medium, and > 80% was considered
good [37]. Cronbach’s α for 2-DSCS was 0.82–0.88, and test–retest reliability was good, at 0.92–0.96 [38,
39]. In this study, Cronbach’s α for each of the six dimensions was 0.919, 0.891, 0.863, 0.836, 0.783, and
0.844, respectively; the total scale had good internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = 0.880).

FPG level
FPG is an important indicator of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia. Values > 3.1 mmol/L are considered
relatively safe (the occurrence of hypoglycemia is improbable). Chinese guidelines for diabetes
prevention do not recommend strict blood glucose control in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus
[14, 40, 41]. The Chinese guidelines for Diabetes Prevention and Control (2017 edition) speci�cally
recommends the following FPG levels: 5.0–7.2 mmol/L for healthy elderly patients with type 2 diabetes
mellitus, 5.0–8.3 mmol/L for elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus and a complicated health
status, and 5.6–10.0 mmol/L for elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus and an extremely
complicated health status. In the morning of the scheduled appointment, a blood sample was obtained
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from each patient. Twelve-hour FPG levels were assessed according to World Health Organization (WHO)
standardized �ngertip prock test procedures using calibrated blood glucose meters and reagent strips
[41]. In this study, an FPG level of 5.0–8.3 mmol/L was de�ned as successful FPG control, and ≥ 
10 mmol/L was de�ned as poor FPG control.

Data analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS, version 17.0, and structural equation modeling (SEM)
was conducted using AMOS 17.0. Missing data were imputed by expectation maximization (EM) using
SPSS missing value analysis. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize patient characteristics and
measured variables.

The SEM was deemed suitable for developing a model to explain relationships among the study variables
based on the variance/covariance matrix using maximum likelihood estimation. The hypothesized model
was evaluated using the following multiple criteria of goodness-of-�t: a) χ2/df ≤ 2; b) comparative �t
index (CFI) > 0.95 [38]; c) goodness-of-�t index (GFI) > 0.90; d) normed-�t index (NFI) > 0.90; and e) root
mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) < 0.06. This analytic approach allows for sequential
examination of two mediators, while simultaneously testing the indirect effects of each mediator
independently [42]. Variables with non-signi�cant factor loadings were deleted from the structural
equation model. Chi-square difference tests and the Akaike information criterion (AIC) were used to
compare the alternate model and the theoretical model [43]. A two-tailed p-value of 0.05 was considered
to indicate statistical signi�cance.

The hypothesis was put forward that with control of these indirect paths, the direct relationship between
social support and quality would be substantially reduced. Path analysis was conducted to evaluate all
indirect pathways from social support to quality of life by inspecting the direction and magnitude of path
coe�cients. All the one-way paths were considered (eFigure1 in the Supplement). We examined the direct
pathway from social support to quality of life (Arrow A) and also investigated whether this relationship
could be explained partially by indirect effects through diabetes self-management (Arrows B and C) or
FPG level (Arrows D and E). Additionally, a double-mediator pathway from social support to quality of life
by both self-management (primary mediator) and FPG level (secondary mediator; Arrows B, F, and E) was
investigated.

The bootstrap method was used to test the multiple mediating effects of the hypothesized model [44, 45].
All speci�c and conditional indirect effects were subjected to follow-up bootstrap analyses [45].

Results
Patient characteristics

A total of 571 patients with a mean duration of type 2 diabetes mellitus of 8.23 ± 6.85 years were enrolled
in this study. Their general characteristics and scores of quality of life are shown in Table 1. Among the
571 patients, 22.07% had poor-to-moderate social support; 33.62% had poor self-management behavior
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while 15.94% had good self-management; and 14.69% had poorly controlled FPG levels (≥ 10.0 mmol/L),
while 65.32% had successful FPG control (5.0–8.3 mmol/L). Patients with low-to-moderate social
support and poor self-management behavior had the lowest quality of life scores, followed by those with
FPG > 16.7 mmol/L and those who never engaged in physical exercise. The constituent ratios for each
item of the MSPSS and 2-DSCS are shown in eFigure2 and eFigure3 in the Supplement, respectively. The
speci�c scores for each dimension of self-management behavior and social support are shown in
eTable1 in the Supplement. Among the patients with poor self-management behavior, 60.8%, 50.1%, and
40.8% had poor exercise management, poor blood glucose monitoring ability, and poor FPG control over
hypo/hyperglycemia, respectively. More than 20% of those patients reported poor social support. Quality
of life, social support, and self-management behavior data are summarized in eTable2 in the Supplement.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics for the total sample and scores of quality of life in elderly patients with type 2

diabetes mellitus with different demographic characteristics (n = 571).
Variable n (%) Quality of life score (mean ± SD)

Age, years    

60–64 147 (25.74) -33.16 ± 26.11

65–69 129 (22.59) -28.06 ± 22.84

70–74 159 (27.85) -29.27 ± 25.49

75–79 89 (15.59) -26.15 ± 21.47

> 80 47 (8.23) -26.05 ± 19.81

Sex    

Men 191 (33.45) -28.50 ± 23.23

Women 380 (66.55) -29.62 ± 24.56

Education    

<High school 309 (54.12) -27.60 ± 21.41

High school 207 (36.25) -32.36 ± 26.27

>High school 55 (9.63) -26.74 ± 28.83

Marital status    

Single 6 (1.05) -29.22 ± 18.13

Married 465 (81.44) -29.70 ± 25.06

Divorced 18 (3.15) -26.89 ± 19.13

Widowed 82 (14.36) -27.19 ± 19.72

Frequency of physical exercise    

Never 23 (4.03) -34.77 ± 37.13

Occasionally 44 (7.71) -32.69 ± 27.12

Irregular 183 (32.05) -30.52 ± 23.91

Frequently 203 (35.54) -28.64 ± 25.16

All the time 118 (20.67) -25.95 ± 19.17

Abbreviations. FPG = fasting plasma glucose; PBG = postprandial blood glucose; SD = standard
deviation. Notes. The bold font indicates poor quality of life; # based on the score index and the
standard score.
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Variable n (%) Quality of life score (mean ± SD)

Level of social support    

Low to moderate 126 (22.07) -44.66 ± 26.03

High 445 (77.93) -24.88 ± 22.09

Self-management behavior#    

Bad 192 (33.62) -40.71 ± 26.35

Medium 288 (50.44) -25.39 ± 21.72

Good 91 (15.94) -16.38 ± 17.31

FPG, mmol/L    

3.9–5.0 57 (9.98) -24.66 ± 19.69

5.0–8.3 373 (65.32) -28.14 ± 24.31

8.3–16.7 137 (23.99) -33.94 ± 24.40

> 16.7 4 (0.70) -36.83 ± 36.51

PBG, mmol/L    

≤ 7.8 76 (13.31) -28.66 ± 25.96

7.8–11.1 213 (37.30) -25.42 ± 20.59

> 11.1 282 (49.39) -32.29 ± 25.67

Duration of diabetes, years    

≤ 1 95 (16.64) -21.84 ± 20.76

1–3 92 (16.11) -25.80 ± 21.85

3–5 65 (11.38) -29.17 ± 21.29

5–10 149 (26.10) -32.12 ± 25.42

10 170 (29.77) -32.76 ± 25.88

Mean ± SD 8.23 ± 6.85 -29.25 ± 24.41

Complications    

No 99 (17.34) -20.23 ± 12.35

Yes 472 (82.66) -31.07 ± 25.47

Abbreviations. FPG = fasting plasma glucose; PBG = postprandial blood glucose; SD = standard
deviation. Notes. The bold font indicates poor quality of life; # based on the score index and the
standard score.
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Preliminary analysis: Bivariate analysis

The results of bivariate analysis are shown in eTable 2 in the Supplement. All correlations were
signi�cant. Tolerance values ranged from 0.693 to 0.804, and variance in�ation factor (VIF) values
changed from 1.244 to 1.443. Further, case analysis revealed no evidence of outliers. The results of
correlation analysis provided the basis for testing the mediation effect.
Multiple Mediation Analysis

Baron and Kenny’s mediation effect testing procedure was used to verify the hypothesis model. Model 1
was a theoretical model depicting each path between social support and quality of life with mediators
(self-management behavior and FPG). Three competitive models (Model 2, Model 3, and Model 4) and
one alternative model (Model 5) were also analyzed.

The �t indices of Models 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are shown in Table 2. Compared to other models, Model 1
showed good �t and all paths were signi�cant (eTable3 in the Supplement). Therefore, it was considered
the best model to match the observation data (Fig. 1).

Table 2
Comparison of different structural equation models.

Model Description χ2 DF GFI NFI CFI IFI RMSEA

1 Hypothetical mediation
model

238.01 85 0.948 0.956 0.971 0.971 0.056

2 Deletion of path from SM to
QOL

259.05 86 0.943 0.952 0.968 0.968 0.059

3 Deletion of path from SM to
QOL and from SM to FPG

280.17 87 0.939 0.948 0.964 0.964 0.062

4 Deletion of path from SM to
FPG

273.97 86 0.940 0.950 0.965 0.965 0.062

5 Alternative model: SS, SM,
and FPG directly affect QOL

384.57 88 0.914 0.929 0.944 0.945 0.077

Abbreviations. DF = degrees of freedom; GFI = goodness-of-�t index; NFI = normed-�t index; CFI = 
comparative �t index; IFI = incremental �t index ; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation;
SM = self-management behavior; SS = social support; QOL = quality of life; FPG = fasting plasma
glucose.

 

Paths from social support to self-management (a1 = 0.329, p < 0.001), FPG level (a2 = -0.186, p < 0.001),
and quality of life (c´ = 0.496, p < 0.001) were signi�cant. The path coe�cients from self-management
activity to FPG level (a3 = -0.260, p < 0.001) and quality of life (b1 = 0.422, p < 0.001) were signi�cant. The
path coe�cient from FPG level to quality of life (b2 = 0.697, p < 0.001) was also signi�cant.
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Signi�cance test of the mediation effect

The estimates and bootstrapped 95% con�dence intervals (CIs) of the indirect effects were the paths
veri�ed for mediation (Table 3). The �nalized structural model (Fig. 1) revealed that the paths from social
support to quality of life through self-management and FPG levels were signi�cant. Point estimates for
indirect effects and 95% bias-corrected CIs for multiple mediation analyses revealed that self-
management and FPG level were mediators in the path between social support and quality of life.

Table 3
Bootstrap test results.

Mediation path SE Boot
SE

P 95% CI,
lower limit

95% CI,
upper limit

Effect

SS→SM→QOL (a1*b1) 0.2596 0.0906 0.0042 0.1355 0.5175 31.50%

SS→SM→FPG→QOL
(a1*a3*b2)

0.1128 0.0379 0.0029 0.0606 0.2249 13.69%

SS→FPG→QOL (a2*b2) 0.2825 0.0886 0.0014 0.1556 0.4974 34.28%

SS→QOL (c´) 0.6549 0.1723 0.0001 0.4199 1.0577 79.48%

Abbreviations. CI = con�dence interval; FPG = fasting plasma glucose; SE = standardized estimate;
SM = self-management behavior; SS = social support; QOL = quality of life;. Notes. SS was the
independent variable (X), SM (M1) and FPG (M2) were the mediators, and QOL (Y) was the outcome.
a1*b1 and a2*b2 = indirect effects of X on Y through M1 and M2; a1*a3*b2 = indirect effect of X on Y
through M1 and M2; and c´ = direct effect of X on Y. The 95% CIs for indirect effects were obtained by
bootstrapping with 5,000 resamples. 95% CI, lower limit = lower bound of a 95% CI; 95% CI, upper limit 
= upper bound of a 95% CI. → = “affects.”

 

In the path SS→SM→QOL (a1*b1), the standardized estimate was 0.2596 (95% CI [0.1355, 0.5175], p = 
0.0042), indicating that self-management behavior played a mediating role in the in�uence of social
support on quality of life. In the path SS→FPG→QOL (a2*b2), the standardized estimate was 0.2825
(95% CI [0.1556, 0.4974], p = 0.0014), indicating that FPG level played a mediating role in the in�uence of
social support on quality of life. In the path SS→SM→FPG→QOL (a1*a3*b2), the standardized estimate
was 0.1128 (95% CI [0.0606, 0.2249], p = 0.0029), indicating that social support affected self-
management behavior, which, in turn, affected quality of life indirectly through the FPG level. In the path
SS→QOL (c´), the direct effect of social support on quality of life (controlling for the mediators) was
0.6549 (95% CI [0.4199, 1.0577], p = 0.0001), indicating that self-management behavior and FPG had a
mediating effect in the in�uence of social support on quality of life.

Discussion
Substantial research has shown a high prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus among the elderly. Many of
these patients have low quality of life, frequent complications, and poor health outcomes. However, little
is known about the factors associated with quality of life in this patient population.
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Social support, self-management behavior, and quality of life in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes
mellitus

In this study, the total score of social support in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus was 43.40 ± 
8.41; family support scored the highest (14.75 ± 2.99) in the three dimensions of perceived social support,
indicating that the main source of support was the patient’s family. This �nding was consistent with
those of other studies [46]. Indeed, family plays a major role in patient care. Further analysis revealed that
only 58.4–67.1% of patients received speci�c social support. Moreover, the proportion of patients who
could not obtain su�cient support from family, friends, and others was 21.4%, 24.0%, and 25.4%,
respectively. This means that community nurses and physicians may not be providing social support to
the elderly. To improve the overall level of social support to the elderly, one should focus on the
development of support resources available outside the family, as well as exploit potential support from
relatives, colleagues, friends, medical staff, and other patients. There is an imperative demand for
clinicians to strengthen clinical guidance for providing psychological counseling and emotional support
in addition to the treatment of diabetes and its complications. Community nurses and physicians should
provide reliable information and emotional support to the elderly through lectures and psychological
interventions.

Diabetes is a disease requiring long-term treatment, which also requires patients to control their diet and
self-monitor their blood glucose level. Therefore, self-management of diabetes is of vital importance. In
this study, the standard score of self-management behavior was 66.32; the top three self-management
dimensions with poor score index were exercise (60.8%), blood glucose monitoring (50.1%), and
hyperglycemia/hypoglycemia management (40.8%). The proportion of patients with good diet control,
regular exercise, medication management, blood glucose monitoring, foot care, and
hyperglycemia/hypoglycemia management was 16.1%, 5.8%, 38.2%, 19.4%, 20.8%, and 31.3%,
respectively. These results indicated that engagement in physical exercise and blood glucose monitoring
were weak in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus [27].

Elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus had moderate quality of life (-29.25 ± 24.41); poorly scored
dimensions of quality of life were “Psychological feeling” (-8.67), “Activity (-6.36),” and “Emotion’ (-6.12).
At the same time, 82.66% of patients reported complications, indicating that the quality of life in elderly
patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus in China is poor [33]. This was consistent with the �ndings of
previous studies [14, 47]. Interestingly, the group with low social support (score = -44.66) and in that with
poor self-management behavior (score = -40.71) had a score that was 43.66% and 39.71% lower than the
average (score = -29.25), respectively. That is to say, elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus may
experience inadequate social support and poor self-management, which may affect quality of life.

Importance of FPG monitoring

Glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), FPG, and PBG are the main clinical monitoring indicators for diabetes
mellitus. HbA1c re�ects long-term blood glucose control, which is essential to avoid diabetes
complications [48]. The long-term balance of blood glucose in patients with diabetes is emphasized
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clinically, which may lead to misinterpretation and hypoglycemia events during treatment [49–51].
Although HbA1c was used as a control target for long-term blood glucose monitoring, it cannot re�ect the
level of instantaneous blood glucose. Moreover, it has been con�rmed that blood glucose �uctuations in
elderly patients with diabetes are extremely harmful. Changes in human blood glucose lead to changes in
systolic and diastolic blood pressure, which is a great challenge for fragile blood vessels such as those of
the elderly. Therefore, blood glucose �uctuation cannot be ignored in the elderly population. Regular
blood glucose monitoring is key.

In this study, FPG was considered more suitable for blood glucose monitoring in elderly patients. First,
FPG is closer related to HbA1c than PBG [52, 53]. PBG increases and decreases depending on FPG. From
this point of view, the control of FPG is thought to be more effective than that of PBG, for the former
serves as the basis of individualized treatment. Second, the LANMET study has suggested that FPG has
a linear relationship with HbA1c, and HbA1c increases with increased FPG and decreases with decreased
FPG. A level of FPG of 5.6 mmol/L promotes HbA1c 7% to reach the target [54]. Thirdly, FPG is a major
determinant of cardiovascular disease [55–57]. The recurrent �uctuation of FPG will lead to frequent
hypoglycemia, cause an abnormal increase in sympathetic nerve excitability, and increase the incidence
and mortality of cerebrovascular diseases [58]. Carlene et al. found that each 1-mmol/l decrease of FPG
was associated with a 21% lower risk of stroke and a 23% lower risk of ischemic heart disease [59].
Moreover, as FPG variability increases, all-cause mortality and cardiovascular disease mortality also
increase [60, 61]. Therefore, this study focused on FPG.

In particular, 9% of elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus kept their FPG at a very strict level
between 3.9 mmol/L and 5.6 mmol/L. However, it might be dangerous to multi-vulnerable patients
because it might result in hypoglycemia, causing dysfunctional osmolality and a range of consequences
[62], including death [63]. Therefore, the control of FPG should be not too strict to avoid the possibility of
a hypoglycemia crisis. When hypoglycemia occurs and remains unnoticed for a certain period, irreversible
body injury may occur [64]. It is of equal importance to keep close attention to both high and low FPG
levels. This study showed that only 19.4% of patients had good self-management of FPG level. This
should be listed as a priority target for intervention.

Mechanism of attention to FPG control
Correlation analysis revealed that the FPG level was negatively correlated with social support (r = -0.289,
p < 0.01) and quality of life (r = -0.451, p < 0.01). The inverse association between FPG level and quality of
life indicated that better FPG control level was associated with a higher quality of life and better social
support. Further multi-mediation analysis results showed that social support exerted not only a direct
effect on quality of life but also an indirect effect through the path SS→FPG→QOL (a2*b2). The
standardized estimate was 0.2825 (p = 0.0014), indicating that FPG had a mediation role in the in�uence
of social support on quality of life. The indirect effect of social support on quality of life through
monitoring of FPG was signi�cant.
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The above study demonstrated that social support available from doctors, family, and friends was an
important potential resource for diabetes interventions, which should be paid high attention. There is an
urgent need to explore the effective way to mobilize more actively, timely, persistent, and greater social
support from families and the society.

This study found that only 65.32% of elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus were under the control
of FPG, which was consistent with the �ndings of previous studies [18]. This might be explained by the
path SS→FPG→QOL. With persistent and disease �uctuations and complications (82.66%), this could
lead to poor quality of life. Their average scores were particularly poor in the psychological, activity, and
emotional domains. Patients felt boresome, psychological and emotional fatigue, and more easily
troublesome to talk and seek help from their family members or friends, resulting in their poor use of
support. However, insu�cient social support might, in turn, exert additional impact on FPG, and causing
elderly diabetes patients more di�culty in keeping regular monitoring of blood glucose. Many patients
measure only their blood glucose when they are not feeling well. Additionally, the long-term cost of
regular self-monitoring blood glucose may also be very high for elderly patients. Therefore, mobilizing
both external support (resources for regular monitoring) and subjective support (actions for regular
monitoring) to achieve the target of monitoring FPG, preventing hypoglycemia, and improving the quality
of life should be emphasized [65].

Mechanism of emphasis self-management activity
Correlation analysis showed that self-management behavior is positively correlated with social support (r 
= 0.323, p < 0.01) and quality of life (r = 0.369, p < 0.01). This is consistent with previous �ndings that
better self-management activity is associated with a higher quality of life and better social support [12].
Further multi-mediation analysis results showed, in the path SS→SM→QOL (a1*b1), that the in�uence of
social support through self-management behavior on quality of life was 0.2596 (p = 0.0042), indicating
that self-management behavior played a mediation role in the in�uence of social support on quality of
life. The indirect effect of social support on quality of life through self-management behavior was
signi�cant. That is to say, self-management behavior is an important promoting factor, which can
positively contribute to the in�uence of social support on quality of life. One possible explanation is that
self-monitoring of blood glucose is an important part of diabetes treatment. It is an important basis for
doctors to formulate a hypoglycemic program for patients and an important reference for patients to
observe blood glucose changes, which can effectively avoid the occurrence of hyperglycemia and
hypoglycemia. As an important mediator, it can either enhance or reduce the impact of social support on
quality of life, which highlights the value of improving self-management activity among elderly patients
with type 2 diabetes mellitus.

However, this study showed that only 15.94% of patients had high-quality self-management, while
84.06% had moderate or poor self-management; moreover, more than 20% of patients reported
inadequate social support. The study found that elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus were
unable to self-manage their health, including physical exercise and diet, which could contribute to poor
quality of life. Previous studies have mentioned the need for dietary and medication guidance [66, 67].
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However, our study found that exercise and mental health guidance for the elderly are still inadequate.
Hence, to improve the quality of life in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus, doctors are required
to educate their patients about self-management. Guidance on regular exercise, self-blood glucose
monitoring, and management of hypo/hyperglycemia should be provided during routine appointments.

A relationship between FPG level, self-management, and quality of life was also observed. Correlation
analysis revealed that FPG level was negatively correlated with self-management behavior (r = -0.322, p < 
0.01). Further multi-mediation analysis results showed, in the path SS→SM→FPG→QOL (a1*a3*b2), that
the standardized estimate was 0.1128 (p = 0.0029). This indicated that the mediation path was
established in that order.

The indirect effect of self-management behavior on quality of life through FPG was signi�cant. Poor self-
management behavior might result in non-timely monitoring of the FPG level, which, in turn, might reduce
quality of life. Glycemic control is partly dependent upon the regular completion of several self-
management behaviors, including exercise, dietary modi�cation, foot care, self-monitoring of blood
glucose, and medication adherence. Attention to tailored social support targeted at the weakest areas of
self-management, especially FPG control, should be strengthened.

Limitations of research
This study had a few limitations. First, as a cross-sectional study, the relationships between variables
were only correlative, and causal relationships could not be established. Second, this study was
performed at Heilongjiang province, and patients were recruited from city communities. Therefore, the
�ndings of this study might differ from those of rural areas. Third, the MSPSS and 2-DSCS were revised
in this study. Hence, the reliability of the scales requires further validation, despite good internal
consistency. Fourth, this study focused on perceived social support by elderly patients. Actual social
support was not analyzed. With the development and abundance of social support resources, a speci�c
social support scale for elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus should be developed. In this study,
some patients had di�culty in understanding some questions from the CN-ADDQOL, for the scale needs
further modi�cation. Further studies with a larger, more diverse sample and more variables such as actual
social support and speci�c self-management are needed.

Conclusion
Elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus had poor quality of life, fasting blood glucose control, and
self-management. Our study identi�ed four important pathways constituting a complicated, interwoven
network contributing to poor quality of life in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus. It also
revealed the internal mechanism between key variables of social support, self-management behavior,
FPG level, and quality of life. The following key interconnected paths were identi�ed: SS→SM→QOL,
SS→FPG→QOL, SS→SM→FPG→QOL, and SS→QOL.

Both social support and self-management behavior should be priority targets for future intervention.
Particular attention should be paid to the quality of life and hypoglycemia in elderly patients with type 2
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diabetes mellitus. These factors should be taken into consideration when developing personalized
treatment and standardized management procedures.
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Figures

Figure 1

Multiple mediation models of social support and quality of life. Abbreviations. SM_A = diet control
management; SM_B = exercise management; SM_C = medication management; SM_D = blood glucose
monitoring management; SM_E = foot care; SM_F = hypoglicemia/hyperglycemia management; QOL_A =
quality of life, activity domain; QOL_B = quality of life, emotion domain; QOL_C = quality of life,
psychological feeling domain; QOL_D = quality of life, family burden domain; QOL_E = quality of life, diet
domain; SS_A = family support; SS_B = friends support; SS_C = support from others.
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